Vocal Puzzle

Directions: Oftentimes we need to “Talk-it-out” in order to solve problems. Solve the puzzles below by repeating them out loud – over and over, faster and faster, until you finally “HEAR” the answer. Feel free to grab a partner and communicate!

Example: Lawn Sand Jealous
Answer: Los Angeles

1. HANG CARE RUN (Person): ____________________________
2. SHOCK CUSSED TOE (Person): ____________________________
3. MY GULCH HOARD UN (Person): ____________________________
4. CHICK HE TUB AN AN US (Product): ____________________________
5. BUCK SPUN HE (Character): ____________________________
6. THESE HOUND DOVE MOO SICK (Movie): ____________________________
7. THUMB ILL KEY WAKE OWL LICKS HE (Place): ____________________________
8. TUB RAID HEAP HUNCH (Show): ____________________________
9. HAUL MULL OWN (Movie): ____________________________
10. JEWEL LIGHT HUFF WORTH (event): ____________________________
11. THEM ROLLED SIT TEE (place): ____________________________
12. THICK WE ENOUGH INK LAND (person): ____________________________
13. HIVE ERASE HOPE (Product): ____________________________
14. I FELT OUR (Place): ____________________________
15. THICK REIGN BEAR HAZE (Group): ____________________________